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• Point Calculation Variations and Junior Rankings
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Section 1: US Squash Policy

1. Broadcast Policy

2. Protective Eyewear Policy

3. Code of Conduct

4. Misconduct Reporting

5. Transgender Athlete Policies



Section 1: US Squash Policy
Broadcast Policy

US Squash has been and, in the future, will be entering into agreements with media companies to provide coverage for its various events. 
There are limitations imposed by these media companies on the spectators at these events, including coach, athlete and volunteer members of 
US Squash, prohibiting photographing, videotaping and other audio/visual recordings for commercial non-personal use, and broadcasting, 
publishing and disseminating the product for any and all commercial purposes, and are therefore prohibited without express written 
permission from US Squash.

Any photographs, videotape or other audio and/or visual recordings of the event created by a spectator may be used solely for such 
spectator’s personal non-commercial use, and may not be broadcast, published or disseminated, or used for any commercial purposes, without 
the prior written consent of US Squash. This policy allows for videotaping, filming, digitally recording and photography for educational and 
personal purposes, however prohibits others from taping and then attempting to sell or post on other sites. Use of a photographic or 
recording device within the court, other than by parties approved by US Squash, is prohibited. Live-streaming videos taken during accredited 
play is prohibited, including, but not limited to, services such as Youtube, Periscope and Meerkat, unless previously approved by US Squash.

Further Restrictions Applicable in the Case of Minors

Third party photography or recording of participants under the age of 18, other than by those approved by US Squash, is prohibited. In the 
case of participants under the age of 18, a participant involved in a match or that participant’s relatives, coach or guardian are permitted to 
use a photographic or recording device outside of the court. In all instances, US Squash policies related to appropriate use of this content must 
be followed. In order to reduce the risk of misuse, US Squash does not recommend location-tagging of videos or photos.

Policies from facilities at which competitions occur may also place additional restrictions beyond those mentioned in this policy.



Section 1: US Squash Policy
Protective Eyewear Policy

The risk of eye injury in racquet sports such as squash is “high” according to the American Academies of Ophthalmology and Pediatrics, the 
American Optometric Association, and eye care professionals who have studied sports eye injuries. Fortunately, these injuries are almost 
totally preventable with appropriate protective equipment.

• All players and coaches must wear protective eyewear whether playing singles or doubles, hardball or softball squash during all activities 
that take place on the court involving racquets and balls at US Squash-only accredited events.

• The eyewear must meet or exceed the current American Society for Testing and Materials standard (ASTM-F803). To be used in 
competition, protective eyewear must appear on the ASTM reference listing.

• The eyewear must be unaltered and worn over the eyes as designed at all times.

• The policy applies to participants at all events in the United States including tournaments, exhibitions, clinics and leagues which are 
accredited only by the US Squash or organized by its member districts.

• Players under 19 years of age participating in Junior competitions internationally must wear approved eyewear at all times.

• Members of Team USA (Men and Women) are strongly encouraged to wear protective eyewear while competing in international events.

US Squash will maintain a reference list of ASTM approved eyewear but does not test, evaluate, or certify eyewear as compliant with ASTM-
F803.

• Selecting protective eyewear that meets or exceeds the ASTM-F803 standard is the responsibility of individual participants. Streetwear 
spectacles, Rudy Project, Oakley and unlensed eye protection do not meet the standard. In some cases eyewear manufacturers may assert 
their products are compliant with the standard or the products may carry the seal of an independent certifier such as the Protective 
Eyewear Certification Council. However, US Squash recommends seeking advice from an eyewear professional before buying to insure that 
the eyewear meets or exceeds the ASTM-F803 standard.



Section 1: US Squash Policy
The integrity of the game is of paramount importance. Being respectful of one’s opponent and the officials, courteous on and off the court, and responsible for 
one’s own behavior are the fundamentals of competing in a sportsmanlike manner and upholding the integrity of the sport. Squash requires achieving this, while 
competing in very close quarters with ones opponent, often in situations where the players are physically and mentally pushed to the limit, when the difference 
between winning and losing fairly, is in the hands and control of each player, regardless of the officials involved.

Competitors must balance many elements which are ultimately in the control of each individual: sportsmanship with the desire to win; courtesy and respect with 
raw determination; fair play and while testing limits physically and mentally. Preserving the integrity of squash, the true essence of the sport, relies on everyone 
involved in the game to be courteous, respectful and responsible for his or her own behavior.

Code of Conduct

• I therefore pledge to be responsible for my words and actions while participating in US Squash competition and conform my behavior to the following code of 
conduct:

• I will learn and abide by all US Squash Policies and Guidelines and the current Rules of Squash.

• I will not engage in unsportsmanlike conduct with any coach, parent, player, participant, official, US Squash staff member or any other attendee.

• I will not engage in any behavior which would endanger the health, safety or well-being of any coach, parent, player, participant, official, US Squash staff 
member or any other attendee.

• I will not engage in the use of profanity.

• I will treat any coach, parent, player, participant, official, US Squash staff member or any other attendee with respect regardless of race, creed, color, national 
origin, sex, sexual orientation or ability.

• I will not engage in verbal or physical threats or abuse aimed at any coach, parent, player, participant, official, US Squash staff member or any other attendee.

• I will not engage in a fight or argue with any coach, parent, player, participant, official, US Squash staff member or any other attendee.

• I will respect the officials and their authority during a match and will never question, discuss, or confront players or officials before, during or after a match.

• I hereby agree that if I fail to conform my conduct to the foregoing while attending, coaching, officiating or participating in a squash event I will be subject to 
disciplinary action, including but not limited to the following in any order or combination:

https://www.ussquash.com/officiate/rules-of-squash/


Section 1: US Squash Policy

Disciplinary Actions
These disciplinary actions will be imposed in a manner commensurate with the offense and in accordance with the below qualifications of the 
severity of their disruption or threat.
• Verbal warning issued by a league, organization, school official, or US Squash.
• Written warning issued by a league, organization, school official, or US Squash.
• Suspension or immediate ejection from an event and/or suspension for a period of time ranging from days to weeks, issued by a league, 

organization or school official who is authorized to issue such suspension or ejection by a school board, youth sports organization, or US 
Squash.

• Suspension from multiple events and/or suspension for a period of time ranging from weeks to months, issued by a league, organization or 
school official who is authorized to issue such suspension by a school board, youth sports organization, or US Squash.

• Season suspension, multiple season suspension, or lifetime suspension, issued by a school board, youth sports organization or US Squash.

Misconduct Reporting
As the tournament director, it is your responsibility to mediate issues that arise over the course of the weekend. Therefore, if you witness any 
violations to the Code of Conduct, the expectation is that you will manage the situation on site by issuing warnings and speaking with involved 
parties at the time of occurrence.

In addition to on site misconduct management, US Squash asks that you document and report any of these violations through official channels 
so that US Squash can track any violations to the Code of Conduct across the entire season. This will help US Squash identify trends of 
misconduct and better position US Squash to manage incidents with repeat offenders.

The more reports we receive, the more we can do to actively work with and set expectations for the violators, which in turn will improve 
overall conduct at tournaments.

The US Squash tournament support team will email you a misconduct report link before your tournament starts, which should be used over 
the course of a weekend to report anything from racquet abuse to referee dissent, and any other type of behavior that violates the Code of 
Conduct.



Section 1: US Squash Policy

Transgender Athlete Policy
Junior Policy
• A transgender athlete under the age of 18 should be allowed to participate in US Squash accredited events in accordance with his/her/their 

gender identity, irrespective of the sex listed on the athlete’s birth certificate or other records, and regardless of whether the athlete has 
undergone any medical procedure or treatments.

Adult Policies
• A transgender male (FTM) athlete may participate in men’s or mixed competitions without restriction, but is no longer eligible to compete 

in a women’s competition if undergoing hormone (testosterone) treatment.
• A transgender female (MTF) athlete being treated with testosterone suppression medication may participate in women’s competition after 

completing one calendar year of testosterone suppression treatment. She may continue to participate in men’s competitions until the year 
of treatment is complete and general policies guiding participation will apply.

• Any transgender athlete who is not taking hormone treatment related to gender transition may participate in competition in accordance 
with his or her assigned birth sex.

• General policies guiding participation will apply to transgender male (FTM) athlete who is not taking testosterone related to gender 
transition.

• A transgender female (MTF) athlete who is not taking hormone treatments related to gender transition may not compete on a 
women’s team.



Section 2: Junior Accredited Tournament 
Policy

1. Acceptable Court Type

2. Match Scoring

3. Approved Squash Balls

4. Break Between Matches

5. Player Eligibility

6. Division Size Policy

7. Number of Divisions per Player

8. Draw Properties – Number of Guaranteed Matches

9. Refund Policy

10. Result Entry



Section 2: Junior Accredited Policy
Court Requirements: Tournament softball play may be on both International Courts (21′) and Converted Racquet Ball Courts (20′). Regulations 
also allow the use of courts with non-sealed floors, however, 20′ courts must be disclosed on the tournament information page when the 
tournament is initially added to the national calendar.

Match Scoring: Matches will be best 3 out of 5 games with PAR scoring to 11.

Squash Ball: The Dunlop Revolution Pro (double yellow dot) is the official tournament ball for all US Squash accredited tournaments.

Break Between Matches: The required time break between scheduled matches at junior tournaments varies by the type of tournament:

• Gold Tournament and above: minimum of 3-hours

• Silver Tournament: minimum of 2-hours

• Bronze Tournament: minimum of 1.5 hours

Player Eligibility: In order to participate in Silver, Gold, Regional, JCT, and National tournaments, players must:

• Be age eligible for their division of play through the last day of the tournament

• Be a current US Squash member

• Pass the correct age-specific online referee exam

In order to participate in a Bronze tournament, players are only required to be age eligible through the last day of the tournament. US Squash 
membership and referee exam is not a requirement to participate in Bronze tournaments.



Section 2: Junior Accredited Tournament 
Policy
Division Size: Division sizes will be limited to 8, 12, 16, 24, or 32 players. The specific division size cap per division varies based on tournament 
type, region of the tournament, and division. Each tournament page will clearly specify the size of each division. To summarize the division 
sizes for each level of tournament:

• National and JCT Tournaments: Divisions will have a maximum of 32 players, except for the U11 divisions, which will be capped at 16 
players.

• East Coast Gold Tournaments: Divisions will have a maximum of 24 players, except for the U11 divisions, which will be capped at 16 players.

• Non-East Coast Gold Tournaments: All divisions will have a maximum of 16 players.

• Silver Tournaments: All divisions will have a maximum of 16 players.

• Bronze Tournaments: All divisions will have a maximum of 8 players. In certain areas, bronze tournament division sizes may be increased to 
12 or 16 player draws.

• In addition to the division size caps stated above, the U.S. Junior Open and the U.S. Junior Bronze Championships will allow division sizes to 
increase past 32 players.

Divisions at all types of tournament require a minimum of 4 players to be an accredited division and offer ranking points. Tournament directors 
may combine divisions to reach this minimum.



Section 2: Junior Accredited Tournament 
Policy

Multiple Divisions: For National, Gold, Silver, and JCT events, players may only enter and participate in one division.

• For Silver events, the tournament director may allow players to participate in multiple divisions. However, players must be prepared to play 
all matches at their scheduled times and should not expect any scheduling accommodations from the tournament director

• For Bronze events, players are only eligible to participate the division that corresponds to their age (i.e. a 12-year-old may only participate 
in the U13 division at Bronze tournaments).

Number of Matches: A minimum of 3 matches must be provided for all players in an accredited tournament. However, due to scheduling issues 
and finishing position groupings, draw sizes of 13, 17, and 25 are exceptions to 3 match minimum policy. In the case of a 13, 17, or 25 player 
draw, a minimum of 2 matches is only guaranteed for some players.

Refund Policy: Players who withdraw before the entry deadline or remain on the Waitlist at the time of the tournament will automatically be 
refunded, less a processing fee, at the conclusion of the tournament. No refunds will be provided to players who withdraw from the 
tournament after the entry deadline.

Result Entry: Tournament Directors are expected to enter match results on a rolling basis as matches are completed. At the very least, all 
results must be entered before 11:59pm in the time zone of the tournament on the day the match was scheduled.



Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines and 
Procedures
1. Regular Registration Deadline
2. Cut List Date
3. Registration Taken Down
4. Draw Sizes Locking
5. Division Start Times
6. Late Withdrawal Deadline
7. Player Start Times
8. Draws Public
9. Waitlist Management Deadline
10. Refereeing Responsibilities
11. Penalties – Late Withdrawals, Mid-Tournament Default, and Failure to Referee
12. Combined Age Divisions
13. Player Seeding – points, randomization, and international players
14. Cut List
15. Round Robin Tiebreak
16. Late Arrivals/Defaulted Matches



Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines 
and Procedures
Regular Registration Deadline: The regular registration deadline follows the below timeline:
• Gold, JCT, and National Events: Wednesday 3.5 weeks before the start of the tournament at 12:00pm, NOON in the time zone of the 

tournament
• Silver and Bronze Events: Wednesday 2.5 weeks before the start of the tournament at 12:00pm, NOON in the time zone of the tournament

Cut List: The cut list is released by tournaments after the registration deadline, to confirm the final player entry list, and to indicate which 
players have been placed on a waitlist in the event of oversubscribed divisions. The cut list will be made public at the regular registration 
deadline

Waitlist: All players who sign up for a tournament after the regular registration deadline (late entrants) will automatically be placed on the 
waitlist, regardless of draw size at the time of entry. If the draw has not reached the division size cap, the player will be moved to the main 
draw for the tournament.

If entries already exceed the division size limit and a waitlist already exists in a specific division, late entrants will be placed at the bottom of 
the waitlist behind all players who were originally placed on the waitlist when the cut list was released.

Late entries: If there is an available playing position in a division which a player is signing up as a late entrant for, or a playing position 
otherwise becomes available, that player will be moved from the waitlist into the main draw.

In Gold, JCT, and National Championships, the waitlist will officially close at 12:00pm NOON (in the time zone of the tournament) 24 hours 
before the tournament starts. Once the waitlist closes, no player will be moved to the main draw, regardless of last minute withdraws. Once 
the waitlist closes, players who did not gain entry into the tournament will be withdrawn and issued a refund.

Online Registration Taken Down: The online registration will be taken down Wednesday 1.5 weeks before the start of the tournament at 
12:00pm, NOON in the time zone of the tournament

Once the registration is taken down, players will no longer be able to sign up for the tournament.



Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines 
and Procedures

Draw Sizes Lock: Once the online registration is taken down, the draw sizes lock. Once division sizes lock, they will not increase in size even if the division has 
fewer than 32 registered players. Point allocations will be based on the division size locking number. Therefore, if a division locks at 26 players, but is played at 22 
players (due to withdraws), players will be awarded points based on a draw size of 25-32 players.

Division Start Times: Division start times indicate the earliest possible match time a player can expect to play within his or her division. This is intended to help 
players and families better plan their travel. Division Start times will be released on the following schedule:

• Gold, JCT, and National Events: Friday 1 week before the start of the tournament before 5:00pm, in the time zone of the tournament

• Silver and Bronze Events: it is recommended to release the division start times on the Friday one week before the start of the tournament, but it is 
not required.

Late Withdrawal Deadline: The late withdrawal deadline is the latest time a player is permitted to withdraw from the main draw of a tournament without 
incurring a rankings penalty. For all tournaments, the late withdrawal deadline is 12:00pm, NOON (time zone of the tournament) on the Monday prior to the start 
of the tournament.

Player Start Times: Player start times are only applicable to Silver and Bronze tournaments. They indicate the first scheduled match time for each player in 
a tournament. Player start times will be released before 5:00pm (time zone of the tournament) on the Tuesday prior to the start of the event.

Online Draws Available: Online draws will be released before 5:00pm (time zone of the tournament) on the Wednesday prior to the start of the tournament. This 
is the date at which time online draws are available to the general public.

Waitlist Management: As player positions become available, waitlisted players will be moved to the main draw. US Squash will close down the waitlist for 
all accredited events at 12:00pm, NOON (time zone of tournament) 24-hours before the tournament begins.



Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines and 
Procedures

Refereeing Responsibilities: In all US Squash accredited junior play, players are responsible for refereeing their peers. Winners and Losers are 
responsible for officiating after their match – the winner acts as referee and the loser as marker – unless released by the Tournament Director. 
The Tournament Director may also ask players to referee matches at other times or on other courts.

The refereeing and marking players must be ready and present immediately following the completion of their match. While the losing player 
must remain at the court to time the four-minute warm up, the winning player may go to the tournament desk to turn in their score sheet and 
obtain the score sheet for the next match on their court.

Abandoning Refereeing Responsibilities: Additionally, a player who abandons their referee responsibilities will be given zero points for their 
participation in the event.

Late Withdrawal Penalty: For all junior accredited tournaments, a player may withdraw without penalty before 12:00pm (noon) in the time 
zone of the tournament on the Monday prior to the start of the tournament. Any withdrawal after this deadline and before the start of a 
player’s first match is considered a late withdrawal. Any player who is registered for a tournament and does not appear to play is also 
considered a late withdrawal. Doctor’s notes are not accepted to waive late withdrawal penalties.

Penalties for late withdrawals are as follows:
• 1st late withdraw within an 11-month period: No penalty, but the late withdraw will be noted on the player’s record
• 2nd late withdraw within an 11-month period: the player receives a ranking penalty. The penalty is a zero-point tournament being added to 

the player’s record.
• 3rd or further late withdrawal within an 11-month period: For each additional late withdrawal within the 11-months, the player will 

continue to receive a late withdraw penalty for each tournament in question.



Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines 
and Procedures

Mid-Tournament Default: Players are expected to arrive at each tournament with the intention of playing and completing all scheduled matches. Any 
player deemed to have needlessly defaulted out of a tournament will receive a mid-tournament default ranking penalty. The penalty will be a zero-
point tournament being added to the player’s record. The zero-point tournament counts as a tournament exposure and will be treated like any other 
tournament with regards to rankings.

If a player begins a tournament but is unable to complete all scheduled matches due to illness or injury, the zero-point mid-tournament default 
ranking penalty can be waived with a doctor’s note. The doctor’s note must be submitted via email to tournaments@ussquash.com within one week 
of the last day of the tournament. The doctor’s note cannot be submitted by a family member and must be from an independent source.

In this case, the player will receive the lowest amount of points available based on the round achieved at the time of the withdrawal. For instance, if a 
player defaults a semifinal match, he or she will receive points for a 4th place finish if there was a 3/4 playoff match scheduled. However, if there was 
no 3/4 playoff matched scheduled, the player would receive points for finishing in the shared 3-4 position.

Player Seeding: In any given draw, players will be seeded in order of their US Squash “seeding points” in the appropriate age division. Generally, 
seeding points equate to a player’s ranking points average, but differ in certain circumstances, e.g. players with fewer than four exposures in a 
division.

• In the event of a tie in seeding points, player rating will be used as a tiebreaker.

• Seeding will be based on the seeding points calculation from the Wednesday 1.5 weeks before the start of the tournament.

All events will use randomized seeding groups when placing players on the draw. The seeding groups are: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16, 17-20, 21-24, 25-
28 and 29-32. Players in each seeding group are drawn at random to fill the positions on the draw for those groups. The only exception to this rule is 
that ‘straight bracket’ seeding will be used for National Championships (1 v. 32, 2 v. 31, etc.).

mailto:tournaments@ussquash.com


Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines 
and Procedures

Cut List:

All divisions at all tournaments are initially open to any player who would like to participate. If entry numbers for any specific division are 
below the division size cap at the regular registration deadline, all players will be accepted. However, if the entry numbers for any specific 
division exceed the division size cap at the regular registration deadline, players will be entered into the tournament in descending order of 
their cut list points. Players who do not make the cut for a tournament will be placed on a waitlist in descending order of their cut list points 
and will only be granted entry if a player withdraws and a playing position becomes available.

Round Robin Tiebreak: In the event of a tie in round robin draws, finishing positions are determined based on the following criteria, which are 
applied in sequential order until the tie is broken:

• Most Matches Won

• Fewest Matches Lost

• Most Games Won

• Fewest Games Lost

• Percentage of Total Points Won (total points won divided by total points played)



Section 3: Junior Tournament Timelines 
and Procedures

Late Arrivals/Defaulted Matches: The tournament director may default a player if that player has not arrived on court by 15 minutes after the 
scheduled match time. Players who default a match in a tournament also default any subsequent scheduled matches. However, players may be 
permitted to continue in the tournament at the discretion of the tournament director. In making these decisions, the tournament director will 
take into consideration the level of communication with the player, court availability, and any other relevant specific factors. In no case is the 
tournament director obligated to make special accommodations for a player.

Combined Age Divisions: In some cases, a tournament director may choose to combine age divisions due to low entries or other extenuating 
factors. In cases where divisions are combined, players in the younger age group will be moved into an older age group. US Squash only 
recommends exercising this option in cases where there are fewer players in the division that is being moved than there are in the division the 
players are being moved into.In the event divisions are combined, a player who registered in the younger age division may choose to have his 
or her points earned from that tournament applied to his or her ranking in the younger age division.



Section 4: Point Calculation Variations
& Junior Rankings

1. Junior Ranking – Current Points Calculation
2. Cut List Points
3. Seeding Points
4. Qualifications
5. Points based system
6. Divisor
7. Aging Up



Section 4: Point Calculation Variations and 
Junior Rankings

There are three separate points calculations that are used in junior squash. They are largely the same calculation but have minor differences in 
the way they treat the number of exposures and tournaments across different divisions. These three calculations are:

• Junior Rankings Points Average calculation, which is used to determine national ranking

• Cut List Points Average calculation, which is used to determine entry into tournaments

• Seeding Points Average calculation, which is used when seeding tournaments.

Each of the three calculations will be explained below. Something to note is that all three calculations are the exact same for players who have 
4+ tournaments in the same age group. Therefore, the differences in calculations only involve players with 1-3 active tournaments in a given 
division.

All three calculations begin with looking at the active tournament points on each player’s profile (points from tournaments that have been 
played within the past 11-months). From there, points may be converted from younger/older age groups, and an overall ‘average’ is calculated.



Section 4: Point Calculation Variations and 
Junior Rankings
Junior Ranking Points Average Calculation: The junior rankings points calculation requires players have a minimum of 3 active exposures in the 
same age group. If a player has aged into an older age group, the software will automatically convert the highest active points from the 
younger age group at the age appropriate % discount. As the player competes in the older age group, those tournament results will take 
precedent over the converted points. POINTS FROM THE AGE GROUP IN QUESTION WILL ALWAYS TAKE PRECEDENT OVER CONVERTED POINTS.

The junior ranking points calculation is a simple average of the best 4+ active tournaments on a player’s record. You determine the number of 
tournaments to factor into the junior ranking points calculation by the number of active exposures he has on his record.

• 3 – 8 active tournaments = average of best 4 tournaments

• 9 – 11 active tournaments = average of best 5 tournaments

• 12 – 14 active tournaments = average of best 6 tournaments

• As a player’s exposure count increases by three tournaments, his divisor will continue to increase by one

Example #1: Player A has 3 active tournaments in the BU17 age group. These tournaments are 850, 1450, and 1275. To calculate his junior
ranking points average, you sum the three active tournament points and divide by four, which results in a point average of 893.75

Example #2: Player B has 6 active tournaments in the GU15 age group. These tournaments are 2000, 1750, 2450, 1875, 2250, and 2750. To 
calculate her junior ranking points average, you sum the top four tournament points and divide by four, which results in a point average of 
2362.5.



Section 4: Point Calculation Variations and 
Junior Rankings
Cut List Points Average Calculation: The cut list points average calculation is essentially the exact same calculation as the junior rankings points 
average calculation with the exception that it both provides an average for players who only have 1 or 2 active exposures and that it 
automatically factors points earned in different divisions into the calculation. As a reminder, the junior rankings points average calculation only 
looks at points earned in the division of participation (the division to be ranked in) and requires a minimum of three active tournaments in that 
age group. The cut list points average calculation can only differ from the junior ranking points average calculation in situations where the 
player has fewer than 4 active exposures in the division of play but also has active exposures in either younger or older age groups.

When calculating a player’s cut list points average, there are a few rules to keep in mind:
• Points in the division of play takes precedence over converted points
• If conversions are necessary, points should be converted to a common division – the division of play – before averages are calculated. This 

gives each point value a common denomination and allows us to compare the point values with each other.
• If a player has fewer than four active tournaments in his division but also has active points in other divisions, points must be converted from 

older/younger age groups in order to give the player four exposures in the division of play
• Points are converted from a younger age group to an older age group as shown in the table
• Points are converted from an older age group to a younger age group at a 120% premium

• If a player has fewer than four active tournaments across all divisions, the minimum divisor is 4
• If a player has 4+ active tournament points in the division of play, the cut list points average calculation
uses the same divisor rules as the junior ranking points average calculation
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Age- Up Division Conversion Percentage
U11 to U13 45%
U13 to U15 50%
U15 to U17 60%
U17 to U19 65%



Section 4: Point Calculation Variations and 
Junior Rankings
Seeding Points Average Calculation: The seeding points average calculation differs from both the junior ranking points average and cut list 
points average calculations only in the way it manages players who have fewer than 4 exposures. Any player who has 4+ active tournaments in 
the same age group will have the same point average across all three calculation. Any player who has 4+ active tournaments across multiple 
age groups (assuming conversions need to occur) will have the same cut list and seeding point averages. However, when a player has fewer 
than 4 active tournaments across all divisions, the seeding calculation takes a percentage of the average of the active tournaments, rather than 
using a consistent divisor.

When calculating a player’s seeding points average, there are a few rules to keep in mind:
• Points in the division of play takes precedence over converted points
• If conversions are necessary, points should be converted to a common division – the division of play – before averages are calculated. This 

gives each point value a common denomination and allows us to compare the point values with each other.
• If a player has fewer than four active tournaments in his division but also has active points in other divisions, points must be converted from 

older/younger age groups in order to give the player four exposures in the division of play.
• Points are converted from a younger age group to an older age group as shown on the table
• Points are converted from an older age group to a younger age group at a 120% premium

• If a player has fewer than four active tournaments in their age division, as well as no active tournaments in an older or younger
age division, the following calculations will be used to calculate seeding points based on the number of active tournaments:

• One active tournament: the seeding point average is calculated by taking 50% of that one tournament.
• Two active tournaments: the seeding point average is calculated by taking 70% of the average.
• Three active tournaments: the seeding point average is calculated by taking 90% of the average 

calculated by averaging the points from those three tournaments and taking 90% of that average
• If a player has 4+ active tournament points in the division of play, the seeding point average calculation uses the same

divisor rules as the junior ranking points and cut list points average calculation
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Age- Up Division Conversion Percentage

U11 to U13 45%

U13 to U15 50%

U15 to U17 60%

U17 to U19 65%



Section 4: Point Calculation Variations and 
Junior Rankings
Points-Based Rankings: As players compete in accredited junior squash tournaments, they earn points. Points are based on each players 
finishing position in a tournament, the level of tournament, and the number of players that competed in their division. A full breakdown of 
points can be found in the Junior Rankings Points Table.

Junior Rankings: In order to determine a player’s ranking, an average of his highest points-earned tournaments is taken and compared against 
the junior ranking point averages of all other players in his division. The national rankings are recalculated early every Wednesday morning.

In order to be included in the national junior rankings, players must meet the following criteria:

• Players must be current U.S. Citizens or Residents

• Players must have passed the correct age-specific online referee exam

• Players must have played in a minimum of 3 tournaments in the same age group within the past 11-months

Ranking Calculation Divisor: The junior ranking points calculation is a simple average of the best 4+ active tournaments on a player’s record. 
You determine the number of tournaments to factor into the junior ranking points calculation by the number of active exposures he has on his 
record.

• 3 – 8 active tournaments = average of best 4 tournaments

• 9 – 11 active tournaments = average of best 5 tournaments

• 12 – 14 active tournaments = average of best 6 tournaments

• As a player’s exposure count increases by three tournaments, his divisor will continue to increase by one

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13wHVN1X5MTJ_5WY-2WbzJTdgPtnD4hpkpPyZLgwAXtQ/pubhtml


Aging Up: When a player ages into a new division, his or her ranking is removed from the younger age division. If a player does not have 4 active 
tournaments in the older age group, When a player ages into a new division, his or her ranking is removed from the younger age division.

Tournaments from the younger age division are carried over into the rankings for the older age division. These tournaments will count as exposures in the 
new age division. The points earned in each of these tournaments will be converted to older age divisions at the below rates before being factored into 
the rankings of the older division.

Once a player ages up into an older division, a maximum of four tournaments will be converted to the older division. As a player participates in 
tournaments in the older age division, converted tournament points from the younger age division are removed from his average and exposure 
count.

NOTE: The four tournaments that are converted into the older division are the top active point earning tournaments from the younger age 
division.

EXAMPLE: If a player ages up into the GU17 division and has already played two tournaments in that division, her average would be based off 
those two tournaments (regardless of what she earned in those events) and her two highest points-earned GU15 tournaments are converted 
at a rate of 60%. When she plays a third GU17 tournament, another converted GU15 tournament will drop off her GU17 ranking.

Age- Up Division Conversion Percentage

U11 to U13 45%

U13 to U15 50%

U15 to U17 60%

U17 to U19 65%
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Section 5: Rules Review

1. Bleeding
2. Injury
3. Illness
4. Fallen Objects
5. Distraction
6. Warmup and Game Break Timing
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